
Introduction 
These marking commentaries are based on the 2021 modified Coursework Assessment Task. 

The following areas have been removed from the project to allow candidates more time to focus 

on practical graphics work this session:  

 analysing the graphic brief and research 

 producing graphic specifications 

 project plan preliminary planning  

 evaluating the solutions and the processes. 

 

To consider the principles that underpin marking the project, and to further your understanding 

of the national standard, it is recommended that you:  

 mark the exemplar candidate evidence applying the modified Coursework Assessment Task 

marking instructions 

 review your marking using these commentaries.     
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Candidate 1 
The candidate has been awarded 40/60 marks for their project. 

Please note the work produced by this candidate is incomplete, marks have been awarded in 

line with the evidence provided. Further guidance has been given (where relevant) to support 

you in understanding what is required for the award of higher marks. 

 

TG preliminary planning (3/5 marks)  

The candidate has illustrated five modelling techniques and there is some good annotation 

outlining modelling decisions for components and assembly. Although the candidate has 

positioned the dimensions that need to be considered, there is no indication of sizes and 

subsequently, models could not be produced from their preliminary work. There is a good 

combination of recognised 2D and 3D techniques, used to support understanding and 

visualisation. However, many of the sketches demonstrate a basic skill level with 

inconsistencies in proportion, shape and form. Some of the technical detail shown is relevant 

however there are several views that do not add to or improve the interpretation of components.    

Further guidance 

Further marks could have been awarded if the candidate had included all dimensions. Work 

must not be retrospective in this area and all sizes must be produced prior to modelling. It is 

acceptable for dimensions in production drawings to differ from preliminary work where the 

candidate has worked through problems and/or miscalculations.  

 

CVMG preliminary planning (3/5 marks) 

The preliminary work demonstrates a satisfactory level of creativity that is appropriate for the 

print-based graphic. However, the work produced for the digital graphic is limited. The candidate 

has effectively detailed some important information for CVMG technical requirements that would 

allow final solutions to be produced particularly for the print-based graphic. However, some 

areas would benefit from being planned within the preliminary work to show how these 

decisions impact on the design.  

Further guidance 

Further marks could have been awarded if the candidate had: 

 produced a third item as part of their ‘suite of graphics’ for the print-based graphics as 

outlined in the Coursework Assessment Task. Although not marked directly, the planning of 

a third item would have allowed the candidate to be more creative in the range of 

preliminary planning produced for print-based graphics.  

 produced a series of screens for the digital graphic as is outlined in the candidate guidance 

of the Coursework Assessment Task. This would allow for more creativity and consideration 

of technical requirements. 
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 ensured relevant technical requirements (as outlined on page 23 of the Coursework 

Assessment Task) had been used to support planning work for CVMG preliminary graphics. 

For example, planning transitions with multiple screens rather than listing generic 

terminology as shown on page 10 of the candidates’ project. 

 

TG graphic solution 

The candidate has been awarded 20/25 marks for this section. This is broken down as follows: 

 

Modelling techniques (3/3 marks) 

All modelling techniques are included, are clearly labelled and it is clear these techniques are 

derived from the candidate’s preliminary work. 

 

Component drawings (4/5 marks) 

The candidate has produced drawings for all components and the sectional views included are 

appropriate. There are appropriate dimensions that would enable manufacture, however there 

are key dimensions missing on components that would require estimation. For example, 

providing the following key dimensions would allow full marks to be awarded: 

 Key dimensions on the freeform model page 6 and 7. It is not expected every dimension on 

a freeform model would be provided due to the nature of freeform modelling. However, it 

would be appropriate to provide key overall dimensions that would support manufacture.  

 Key dimensions for the position of the circular hole feature on the fuel tank page 14 of the 

candidate’s project. 

 Key dimensions for the position of four holes and the vertical distances between the 

cylindrical features for the wall holder on page 10 of the candidate’s project. 

 

Assembly drawings (2/3 marks) 

Due to the scale of the assembly drawing it is difficult to assess if the components are 

accurately assembled. The candidate has included a sectional assembly with the cutting plane 

positioned appropriately. A suitable exploded view is included with appropriate alignment and 

positioning.  

Further guidance 

Candidates do not need to provide component drawings of every single component within the 

model. It may be appropriate for candidates to present key components only. This would reduce 

the number of pages required for presenting components, allow suitable scales to be chosen to 

fit component drawings within the overall page limit and avoid the need to scale a series of A3 

production drawings down to fit within the page limit. 
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Technical detail (4/5 marks) 

Throughout their Technical Graphics Solution, the candidate has included four examples of 

technical detail from the given list on page 12 of the Coursework Assessment Task. This 

includes:  

 Relevant and appropriate enlarged views 

 Relevant and appropriate sectional views 

 Surface finish information 

 Dimensional tolerances. 

 

Simulation (2/3 marks) 

The mechanical animation provided is appropriate, however the graphics require some 

interpretation. Further marks could have been be awarded if the steps for assembly were 

presented in a more logical sequence. 

 

Standards and conventions (2/3 marks) 

The candidate has produced work that demonstrates understanding in the use of standards and 

conventions. However, there are some inconsistencies for example:  

 Inconsistent use of centre lines 

 View labelling  

 Choosing suitable scales due to the reduction of page sizes as noted previously under 

assembly drawings further guidance. 

 

Technical renders (3/3 marks) 

The candidate is awarded 3 marks. The renders are high quality with appropriate use of all 

relevant areas detailed in the Coursework Assessment Task. 

 

CVMG graphic solution 

The candidate has been awarded 14/25 marks for this section. This is broken down as follows: 

 

Digital-based graphic (6/11 marks) 

The creation of layouts for the website/interactive graphic are appropriate and serve their 

purpose on most occasions. Layouts illustrations are clear and provide most of the required 

detail. The candidate demonstrates a good understanding of CVMG techniques and techniques 

are applied to a good standard. 
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Further guidance 

Further marks could have been awarded if the candidate had: 

 scaled graphics appropriately to enhance clarity. 

 outlined technical requirements to support digital publication for example: 

— the use of transitions between screens 

— the use of RGB colour schemes for digital publication  

— resolution requirements 

 the use of elements, principles, features and edits were produced to a higher standard to 

improve visual impact and layout.  

 

Print-based graphic (7/11 marks) 

The candidate has taken the ‘suite of graphics’ approach for their printed graphic, and the 

creation of layouts for the poster and logo are appropriate on almost all occasions.  

If taking this approach, the candidate should produce at least three graphic items as per pages 

22 – 23 of the Coursework Assessment Task.  

Layouts, illustrations are clear and provide almost all the required detail. The candidate 

demonstrates a very good understanding of CVMG techniques through their annotations, and 

techniques are applied to a good standard.  

Further guidance 

Further marks could have been awarded if the candidate had: 

 Produced elements, principles, features and edits to a higher standard to improve visual 

impact and layout.  

 Included the final logo design on the print-based graphic.  

 

Continuity (1/3 mark) 

The items that link the graphics together are limited through the use of the Olympic logo and 

torch render. Further marks could have been be awarded if the candidate had consistency in the 

shared use of, styling through elements and principles, colour schemes, fonts and the use of 

their new logo design. 

 

Total marks awarded - 40/60 
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